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THE CHALLENGE

At the time, Duxbury Networking’s existing email 
server had become unstable and an administrative 
nightmare. Unnecessary time was dedicated 
to rebuilding the server frequently; this placed 
pressure on the company’s service delivery and 
communication ability.

Duxbury investigated several mainstream email services with
the purpose of finding a solution that was: 

•	 Stable and robust

•	 Cost effective

•	 Allowed for business continuity during power outages

•	 Required minimal administrative involvement from
 company engineers



THE SOLUTION

The initial step for SYNAQ was to consult with 
Duxbury Networking to establish their unique 
business email requirements and the pains the 
company faced with their existing solution. 

Once SYNAQ had a complete picture of the Duxbury needs
and were comfortable that their solution would meet the needs, 
SYNAQ proposed their email solution, Zimbra to Duxbury.

Zimbra, the leader in open source email, is available as both
an on-premise and hosted solution. The meet Duxbury’s
needs, SYNAQ suggested hosted Zimbra as this is ensured
to minimize email administration and would safeguard email
continuity during power outages.
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The decision to move onto hosted Zimbra 
empowered Duxbury with a couple of easy wins, 
such as:

Immediate Cost Savings 

The solution is up to 80% cheaper than on-premises solutions 
and doesn’t require any large financial layout to purchase 
equipment thus reducing capex expenses

Local Support

With a 99.9% uptime track record support
might not seem too important but SYNAQ’s local team of
engineers are available to assist customers with support
and service. Providing peace of mind and quick resolution times

THE RESULT / BENEFIT
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Clear Business Focus

Duxbury is able to focus on what they do best, servicing 
their customers now that SYNAQ looks after their email and 
communication

Business Continuity

Even when the power goes down at head office, Duxbury staff 
are able to stay in contact with customers and team members 
on a range of devices, even at the remotest of customers. 
Ensuring business continues as normal 

An additional and unexpected win, was the level of 
collaboration hosted Zimbra offered Duxbury. Team 
members are now able to share documents, tasks, 
calendars, diaries and email quickly and effortlessly, across 
the organization.



ABOUT SYNAQ

SYNAQ is a South African email technology 
company that produces one of the toughest 
cloud-based messaging infrastructures available 
today. 

Since 2004, SYNAQ’s flexible solutions have processed billions 
of emails while providing adaptive security against South 
African-centric mail-borne threats in a way international offerings 
cannot match. Because it resides in the cloud, companies 
and ISP’s can quickly and seamlessly plug into the SYNAQ 
messaging platform to experience feature-rich messaging, 
security, archiving,branding and continuity, second to none. 

Talk to us to find out more about how SYNAQ can 
help you expand.

CONTACT US
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